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CDP Launches Public Education Campaign to Shed Light on Who Needs 

Affordable housing 
 

“Everything is so expensive – for a lot of people my age – it’s horrible, we can’t afford housing…And 

it’s getting worse as time goes on.” 
Amber White 
Medical Assistant, Harwich 

 
This month we launched a new affordable housing public education 
campaign.  Our “We Can’t Afford to Lose People Who Can’t Afford to Live 
Here” campaign includes a series of ads that feature three Lower Cape 
residents and their struggles to secure housing. The goal of the campaign 
is to dispel myths and stereotypes around who needs affordable housing 
and is an important part of our efforts to support affordable housing 
initiatives across the Lower Cape. 
 
Negative stereotypes abound in regards to who lives in affordable housing.  
As CDP CEO Jay Coburn describes it, “The fear that affordable housing will 
be filled with drug dealers from off Cape is just so far from reality.  
Residents of our affordable units are hard-working and vital members of 
our community.”   
 
Take Amber White, for example, one of the people featured in our 
campaign.  Born and raised in Wellfleet, she is the 26 year old daughter of a Wellfleet firefighter.  She 
works 40 hours a week as a medical assistant for Outer Cape Health Services but lives at home with 
her parents in Harwich.  It is all she can do to support herself and pay off her student loans. Amber 
laments, “Everything is so expensive – for a lot of people my age – it’s horrible, we can’t afford 
housing…And it’s getting worse as time goes on.” 
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Justin Kinshaw is a 34 year old firefighter in Wellfleet.  He has lived on the 
Lower Cape his whole life, and formerly worked in construction and as a 
fisherman.  Over the past 5 years he has lived in 7 different locations.  All 
he wants is some stability and security for himself and his young daughter 
but finding a place to live on his salary has been a challenge.  He says, “I 
grew up in this town and I love this town … I want to help my neighbors, I 
want my daughter to be raised here.” 
 
Alexis Matteson is a 26 year old high school 
Spanish teacher at Nauset High School, and 
lives in Orleans.  She has lived on the Cape her 
entire life but she has watched her high school 
classmates abandon the Cape for Boston and 

California due to the lack of housing options.  She observes that of her 
graduating class of 243, only 15 classmates remain and 11 of them, like 
her, live with their parents due to the unaffordability of housing. 
 
In fact, the majority of people who seek affordable housing are employed 
in key service sectors that do not provide the salary necessary to be able 
to afford housing on Cape Cod, including teachers, first responders and 
nurses.  They make too much to qualify for subsidized housing but too 
little to afford what is currently on the market.  In addition, the last 
several years has seen many year round rentals transition to seasonal vacation rentals, greatly 
diminishing the number of units that are available for year-rounders. 
 
Our hope is that the media campaign will help galvanize Lower Cape residents to attend town 
meetings, get engaged in the process and move forward important solutions to address the housing 
crisis. 
 
The campaign is the third phase of the Cape Community Housing Partnership which has trained 
municipal leaders on housing production through the Cape Housing Institute, along with Advocacy 
Training to educate residents on how to support projects at public hearings and town meetings. 
 
The CDP worked with Pierce Cote Advertising out of Osterville to develop the design and message 
and the Cooperative Bank of Cape Cod has provided funding to help underwrite the campaign. 
 
 


